
A bit of research will be done on what is common among SWE resumes.

First is the Harvard Common resume template:

Some things you'll note about this:
1. the name is at the top along with some contact area following.
2. The education comes after with University



3. Experience follows it with name and bullets
4. Activities and leadership is a non-optional area that they have after the experience
5. Lastly, most interestingly the skills is an optional area and they also list it at the bottom.

Next is Iowa States Technical Resume:

Some things to note about this:
1. Starts with name and contact area
2. Goes into education with university
3. Programming skills go after
4. Experience is more specific to SE experience
5. Projects go below it



6. Lastly, the leadership is at the bottom in this template

Lastly is the “Jakes Resume”:

Some things to note about this:
1. Starts with the name and contact information
2. Education follows with university
3. Experience (general) comes after it
4. Projects come next with detail
5. Lastly shows technical skills



Conclusion: While it's hard to have extract resumes in each template, there are a few key
takeaways from this.

1. Always starts with name and contact area
2. Education follows with some sort of date about the time there or if you're currently there.
3. Experience follows in each one of these resumes but is sometimes labeled differently

based off the school/ resume template. The only outlier is ISU with the skills after the
education.

4. Each section has a distinct break to it whether it be a line or no text in the area besides
the title

After these three same areas of a resume, each continues to split off in its own area.
- Both ISU and Jakes require skills in the resume, while Harvard doesn’t
- Both ISU and Jakes have projects, while Harvard doesn’t have a dedicated section
- Both ISU and Harvard have leadership area/activities while Jakes doesn’t

Overall, we need to have caution after the given areas and figure out a way to parse through it
or force a user to have a certain style. Some decisions we can talk about and make in the future
are:

1. Which template is the “best.”
2. Should we prioritize ISU over others
3. What sections are necessary for a good resume


